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Abstract
The biological activity of protein molecule is

critical for the structural an(llysis. Mutations may
cause the disappearing of biological function. The

misfolding of polpeptide chain eliminates also the

spectfc function characteristic for particular protein.
Thus the recognition of the protein bblogical qctivity

seems to be of signifcant impoftance for protein
idantfuatian. Especially nowadays, when more and
more proteins appear in PDB as products of structural
genomics The proteins the genes ofwhich have been
recognized using the bioinformation tools (GenScan)
get synthesized in bacteria and crystallized although
their biologicalfunction remains unlcnown. Ifthe
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assumption that the hydrophobiciQ dSciency cavity may represent the
biological function-related-area is correct, the residues representing the

A,.fr, maxima (the value measuring the hydrophobicity irregularity

calculated versus the idealized "fuzzy-oil-drop" distribution) may be
interpreted as potential residues responsible for biological function,
particularly when localized in close mutual vicinity. The applicability of
"fuzzy-oil-drop" model for the biological activity recognition understood as
ligand binding cavity identification is presented in this chapter. The 'fuzzy-
oil-drop" model appeared to be also usqful for the identification of structural
(and functional) consequences of mutations and as the tool for
structural/functional similariQ search in proteins. The proteins, which seem

to be folded according the "fuzzy-oil-drop" model werefound in the group of
anffieeze proteins.

Introduction
The comparison of the hydrophobicity distribution as it appears in the

crystal form of particular protein with the idealized one (according to 3-D
Gauss function) reveals the characteristics which seem to be quite important
for the "fuzzy-oil-drop" model applicability. According to the 'fuzzy-oil-
drop" model the hydrophobic interaction assumed to stabilize the tertiary
structure of protein was expected to be distributed according to the three-
dimensional Gauss function (the highest concentration of hydrophobicity in
the cenffal part of the molecule with negligibly small or none hydrophobicity
on the protein surface). This interpretation of hydrophobicity distribution in
protein molecule is the modification of traditional "oil-drop" model
inffoduced by Kauzman [1]. The comparison of idealized hydrophobicity
(calculated according to three-dimensional Gauss function) distribution with
the observed one (calculated according to kvitt's function [2] and measured

by Lfr j (difference between idealized and observed distribution of
hydrophobicity) in real proteins revealed some irregularities. The area of high
irregularity expressed as hydrophobicity deficiency (as well as in form of
hydrophobicity excess) appeared to be localized in one common well defined
area of protein molecule. The area of hydropbobicity deficiency was
recognized to be very often the ligand binding site or active site (in enzyrnes).

In conclusion one may ask to what extent the identification of residues of
Lfi, maxima (when localized in a common area) may be treated as tool for

active site recognition in proteins.
The search for the answer to this question is the main subject of this

chapter.s
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Ligand binding site recognition
The set of proteins crystalized in form of complex with the specfic

ligand related to biological function or with inhibitor (enzynes) were
selected from PDB to verify the hypothesis that the hydrophobicity
deficiency area (versus the idealized hydrophobicity distribution) may be

used to identify the biological activity of the protein. The list of proteins

taken as examples are given in Tab.l.

Table 1. The list of proteins selected to verify the applicability of the procedure
oriented on active site (ligand binding site) identification. The given biological
activity is defined according to SCOP (Strutural Classification Of Proteins [16]).

Protein Orsanizm PDB ID Biolosical function

Lysozyrne

Mioglobin

Protein binding
Acetyl-CoA

TNF-o
Convertase

Lysozyme

Ribonuclease A

Dihydropholate
reductase

Mitogen-
activated protein
kinase

CDK6 kinase

cAMP-dependent
protein kinase

cyclin-dependent
protein kinase

proto-oncogene
tlrosine-protein
kinase ABL

Slectin

Anser anser

Physeter catodon

Bos Taurus

Homo sapiens

Homo sapiens

Bos Taurus

E. coli

Homo sapiens

Homo sapiens

Sus Scrofa

Homo sapiens

Mus musculus

,Svnlhetic nroducl

154L [3]

1A6M [4]

lACA [5]

IBKC [6]

tLZRl7l

IRND [8]

3DRC [e]

lAeu u0l

IBLX [11]

rcDK [12]

1E1v [13]

lrEP [14]

I SI,T lst

Catabolism of bacterial
membranes

Oxygen transpolt

Acetyl-CoA

Metalopeptidase

Catabolism

Nuclease

Reductase

Phosphorylation

Phosphorylation

Kinase

6-O-cyc lohexylm ethyl guanine

kinase

lectin
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The difFerences between theoretical (idealized) hydrophobicity density
distribution and the one observed in real protein (depending on the spatial
localization of hydrophobicihydrophilic) residues in the protein body calculated
as follows:

Lfr,=frt,-fro,

express the magnitude of irregularity. The ,F/, r"pr"r"ots the theoretical

hydrophobicity density as calculated according to the idealized distribution

Figure I
A

,;;i----
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Figure 1. The AFl, profiles and 3-D presentation ofhydrophobicity deficiency/excess

distribution in following proteins: A - lysozyme (bacteria), B - mioglobine, C-acetyl-
CoA binding protein, D - TNF-a convertase, E lysozyme (human), F - ribonuclease
A (bovine), G - protein kinase (human), H - CDK6 kinase (human). The color scale

shown on A11, profile is applied in 3-D presentation to show the localization ofthe

residues representing the local AH, maxima. The ligands molecules shown in dark

blue color. (reproduction with permission of International Journal of Bioinformatics
research and Applicatiorr Editor in Chief [ 1 7]).
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Figure 2. The All, profiles of proteins and spatial distribution of hydrophobicity

irregularity for the ligand-protein complexes: A - cAMP-dependent protein kinase
complexed with 5'adenyly-imido-triphosphate, B - cyclin-dependent protein kinase 2
complexed with 6-O-cyclohexylmethyl guanine, C - proto-oncogene ty'rosine-protein
kinase ABL complexed with STI-571, D - S-lectin complexed with D-galactose. The
ligands are presented in dark blue color (reproduction with permission of
Bioinformation Editor in Chief [18]).
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described by 3-D Gauss function and fro, represents the observed

hydrophobicity density as calculated on the basis of the localization of
hydrophobic,/hydrophilic residues in the protein body. The -Fo, collects the

hydrophobic interaction in the distance below 9A (cutoff distance for

hydrophobic interaction according to [2]). The quantity lF, when calculated

for each residue characterizes its relative accordance to the idealized form.

The high L,fr, value represents the residue of hydrophobicity lower than

expected. The large negative Lfi, value represents the residues of hydrophobicity

higher than expected. When localized on the surface of molecule may
probably represent the potential area for protein-protein interaction.

The residues representing the local maxima on the profiles shown in
Fig.l.and Fig.2. appeared to be localized in a mutual close vicinity and
additionally in the locus of cavity. This cavity appeared to be very often
occupied by ligand molecule (or inhibitor for enzymes).

The visual analysis of the relation between ligand position and high
hydrophobicity deficiency locakzatron shown in Fig.l.and Fig.2. suggests the
'fuzzy-oil-drop" model to be the possible tool for biological function
recognition. The ligand molecule has been found to occupy the cavity
characterrzed by the hydrophobicity deficiency. It means, that the residues

representing local AF, maxima on the lF, profile may suggest the ligand

bmdmg cavfiy LH,

Quantitative measurements of active site
Assuming the residues representing local LE, maxima which meet

together in space (close mutual vicinity) create the active site, the quantitative
measurements estimating the difficulty of such active site generation can be
introduced. The calculation presented below may help to estimate the
predictability of active site on the basis of elements of information theory.

The amount of information l according to Shannon definition depends on
the probabilityp of the event rurder consideration p9l.

1, =-1og, p, lbitl [eq.l.]

Assuming that the magnihrde of the Afr, is proportional to the probability of
participating in active site generation the amount of information carried by

one fragment of positive Lfr, fragment can be calculated as follows:

111
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k

1=-los^Ia
l=l

[eq.2.l

leq.s.l

KI

The j-th fragment of positive A11, composed of fr amino acids is carrying the

amount of information expressed by the eq.l. This assumption is correct on

condition that all positive A.F, values are standardized as follows:

'L0,,, =r.o

Where K - number of fragments of positive A,H, of hi; each residug -4

number of residues belonging to i-th fragment.

The active site requires the meeting of all positive Lfi, frag^"rts which

is the event of the character of conjunction. Thus the probability to put

together all fragments of positive LIT,May be calculated as follows:

KP=lIp,
i=\ '

[eq.3.]

Where P denotes the probability of all positive fragments (i: I to K) to meet
together. ln consequence the amount of information necessary to generate the
particular active site can be calculated as follows:

I =-logzP [eq.4.]

All quantities expressing amount of information are given in bits.
Another quantlty which may be also calculated to characteize the active

site is the information entropy. Its value may measure the level of complexity
olthe active site generation.

The SE (information entropy also expressed in bits) can be calculated as

follows according to Shannon definition [19]):
K

sr: -)4loc,llbitl
i

Where SE - information (which may be interpreted as skuctural) enhopy, P;
probability of i-th fragment to be a part of the active site (equal to the sum of
probabilities for all residues participating nthe i-th fragment ofpositive A11, .1.
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The value of SE may be interpreted as follows:

Assuming that only one fragment of positive LH , is present in a whole

polypeptide chain. The uncertainty of the prediction that these residues may
meet together is equal to l. It means that the prediction is certain. The event
of p:1. does not carry any information. This is the deterministic case

(Fig.3.A). Other words - it is very easy (obvious) to predict the construction
of the active site.
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Figure 3. The examples visualizing the easy (A), medium (B) and hard (C) solutions.
The example called easy represents the deterministic case due to the only one

possibility of generating the active site created by the fragment of high M{, . The

hmdest situation happens when many possibilities of equal probability (expressed by

A.F, values) represent particular solutions for elementary event.
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The opposite case may be presented as follows: many short fragments of
positive Lfr, Vutici1ate in active site generation (Fig.3.C). Predictability is

difficult in such a case. Sf parameter takes large value. SE value depends on
the number of elements (fragments) participating in the active site generation.
Sf depends also on the length of pollpeptide.

SE value is able to express the degree of difficulty of active site generation.
The situation shown as B in Fig.3. is the most frequent, when few

fragments of different probability { tn,) participate in acrive sire generarion.

The dependency on the length and/or number of fragments maybe eliminaied
in comparison of the pollpeptides of different length calculating the relative SE

Its value :

SEnor: SE/SEMA,

where SEpsy expresses the situation when K fragments are equally probable
to participate in active site generation (Fig.3.C). This is the representation of
random solution, which is characteized by the highest SE value for particular
number of fragments (and particular polypeptide chain length). The random
distribution of elements is the most difficult case to take the decision - (in
our example - to meet all fragments in the close mutual vicinity).

SEx51 expresses the relative "distance" of the case under consideration
versus the maximum SEyly (rqresenting the fully random situation). The
larger is the distance the less random character is present in particular case.

It is possible to compare the active sites calculating the SE values and./or
SEnu.

This is why the proteins presented in this and other chapters are
characteized using SE parameters.

The fragments of positive L,Il , are responsible lor active site generation.

while the fragments of negative AE, values are expected to generate the

areas responsible for protein-protein complexation (particularly when
occurring on the surface of the protein).

This is why the SE parameters in form SE* and SE describing the

fragments of positive and negative Afr, values is calculated.

Protein-protein complexes identification
The ligand binding site is recognized as hydrophobicity dehciency cavity

expressed by the local L,I1 , maxtna. The complexation of fwo proteins may

follow the same mechanism as applied for protein-ligand complex generation.
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Such case may be observed in crystal of the PI9INK4D-krnaze with the

inhibitor CDK6 [12]. The complexation of these two proteins is shown in
Fig.4.

The Lfrj profile for P19INK4D inhibitor (Fig.a.A.) and its 3-D

presentation with the P19INK4D inhibitorCDK6-kinase treated as ligand
(presentation in dark blue). The presentation vice-versa is given on two left
pictures (Fig.a.B.) where the inhibitor plays the role of ligand and kinaze is the
target molecule. These two proteins generate the complex playrng mutually the
role of ligands occupying the binding cavity (hydrophobicity deficiency area).
The color scale applied according to the color scale in Fig.l and 2.

The recognition of ligand binding site on the basis of "fuzzy oil drop"
model has been also presented in [20] for other proteins (1A6M, subtilisin -
1BH6, carboxypeptidase .A2 - IDTD, chyrnotrypsin - lGG6, c-type
lysozyme - ILMQ, and ribonuclease IRGE) and applied for protein-protein
recognition (transcriptional antiterminator LicT - 1H99, cohesion-dockerin
complex IOIU, serine/threonine phosphatase-l - lS70).

Figure 4. The kinase complex with inhibitor. The two proteins play mutually the role of

target and ligand. The Lfi, profile for CDK6 - kinase (upper left profile) with 3-D

presentation of this protein (space filling model) (lower left) with the Pl9INK4D
inhibitor treated as ligand (presentation in darkblue) (reproduction with permission of
International Journal ofBioinformatics research andApplications Editor in Chief[17])

A
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Recognition of biological function of proteins of
ttunknown functiontt statu s

Assuming that the residues of LH, local maxima generate the active

site, the biological function of proteins of "unknown function" status
(according to PDB classihcation) may be recognized. The probable
localization of potential active site (or ligand binding site) may be identified

using M1, profiles. The list of proteins taken as examples is given nTab.2.

fhe AH, profiles of proteins listed in Tab.2. arepresented in Fig.5.

Table. 2. The selected proteins deposited in PDB with the Unknown Function status.

PDR ID Research Grouo
2CV9 t21 RIKEN Structur"l Cenomics/Proteomics Initiative (RSGI)

2FBL 122 M idwest Center for Strucnral Cenomics (MCSG)

2FFI t23 Northeast Structwal Genomics Corsortium (NESG)

Figure 5. The AH, profiles for three proteins of unknown biological structure :

2CV9 (Riken Structural Genomics/Proteomics Initiative (RSG4), 2FBL (Midwest
Center for Structural Genomics (MCSC)) and 2FFI (Northeast Structural Genomics
Consortium (NESG)).
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Figure 6. The 3-D presentation showing the localization of the residues of local A11,

maxima. The proteins 2CY9 and 2FFI (two pictures on left) represent quite good

concentrationofresiduesofhigh AF, suggestingtheactivesiteinthedistinguished

area although the residues of high Lfi , in 2FBL (the picture on right) seem to be

quite distributed making the identification of active site difficult.

The analysis of the pictures shown in Fig.6. suggests that the quite tight

packed residues representing Ar*, maxima may probably represent the

active site (or ligand binding site) in 2CY9, although the larger dishibution of
such residues in 2FBL may rise some doubts.

The extended analysis taking many proteins under consideration is
necessary to define the conditions and limits for "fuzzy-oil-drop" model
applicability as the tool for active site recognition in silico.

Similarity search
The LFI j profiles appear to be quite differentiated and sfrongly

dependent on the protein specificity (Fig.7.). It seems possible to take the

comparison of LH, profiles as the tool to search for proteins similarity. It
may express the structural as well as functional similarity assuming that the
dispersion of hydrophobicity deficiency and/or excess is specific and
function related.

The large set of proteins (above 400) was analyzed to evaluate the
applicability of "fuzzy-oil-drop" model for different proteins. Some of them

appeared to represent the identical or very similar AE, proliles suggesring

the similarity of proteins under consideration.

rt7
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The selected proteins appeared to represent the similar SE parameters
making probable the recognition of the biological function of one of them
(2CRE - unknown function status) [24]. The analysis of sequence comparison
pointed three candidates to be similar to the 2CRE protein (Tab.3.).

The protein 2CRE appeared similar to the 1U5S-A according to SE
parameters (Tab.a.). Almost all parameters represent the lowest difference in
pair-wise comparison.

Table 3. The sequence similarity between three proteins Three of them (2DA9 [25],
lU5S-A 126l and 1U5S-B [26]) of known biological activity compared to the one
2CRE of unknown biological function.

PROTEI 2CRE _ 2DA9 2CRE _ I U5S-A
Idenl

Numbel of

!99ry (ClustalW) 42

Table 4. The SE characteristics fbr proteins recognized as similar to the 2CRE protein.

2t.43 %
5:71-%-!t-

PR
2CRE
2DA9
1U5S-A
1U5S.B

t8.57 %

3.25
3.1 5
t- to
1.96

4.00
J.JJ

4.00
3.00

0.17
0.05
0.1 6

0.3 s

51.23
3 5.34
6l .50
26.71

0.17
0. l6
0.14
0.27

54.92
45.32
54.44
36.41

Figure 7. The similarity of LH, profiles of 2CRE (unknown function status) and

2DA9 (known biological function). The arrow indicates the insertion locus. The color
scale shows the colors applied fbr 3-D presentation of hydrophobicity irregularity.

t5.71 %
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The LH, profiles for 2CRE and 2DA9 reveals that one deletiorVinsertion

(identifred also according to sequence alignment) makes these two profiles
highly similar.

The MI , profiles of 2CRE and 2DA9 visualize the similarity expressed

quantitatively by the SE parameters as well as their 3-dimensional (Fig.8).
The distibution of hydrophobicity defltciency/excess in 3-D presentation
reveals quite high similarity suggesting the similar function of these two
proteins. The gap, which was recognized in sequence comparison (according

to ClustalW) is also seen rn LH, profiles making two profiles more similar.

Additionally it turned out that both proteins represent struchrral
similarity of SH3 domain form (also the IU5S-A represent the SH3 motr|.

Figure 8. The 3-D presentation of hydrophobicity deficiency/excess (color scale
according to Fig.7.) A - 2CRE (unknown function), B - 2DA9 - known biological
function, C - 1U5S-A (known biological function), D - 2CRE - in ribbon presentation

(colored according to magnitude of AE, value$ showing the typical SH3 domain fom.

Proteins the structures of which are accordant with
the oofu 7,4y-oil-drop)' model

The next question, which can be asked in relation to "fuzzy-oil-drop"
model applicability is whether there are proteins of the hydrophobicity
distribution accordant to the idealized (three-dimensional Gauss function)
one as applied n"ftazy-oil-drop" model.
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The large set of proteins (above 400) of 70 amino acids in a polypeptide
chain has been analyzedl27l.

The group of proteins representing the antifreeze proteins was present in
that data base.

The biological function of these proteins is to be distibuted in the
organism preventing the water to change into the ice. The molecule playrng
this role shall be very well soluble and interact with proteins although no
high specificity in protein-protein complex generation is expected.

To satisff these expeciations the hydrophobicity excess is expected to be
present on the surface of the antifreeze protein to prevent the large scale ordering
of water molecules in the area near the protein surface and not necessarily any
ligand binding cavity is expected as function-related characteristics. No specific
binding cavity is expected in the protein playing the role of antifreeze.

The molecule 1MSI [28] (north Atlantic ocean pout Macrozoarces
americanus) and its mutant 1KDE [29] (97.14% sequence similarity (97.14%

identity) represent very similar A,f, profiles (almost identical) (Fig. 9.) and

the hydrophobicity diskibution in 3-D representation (Fig.10.).

lMSI

Figure 9. Tlte LH, profiles of antifreeze proteins lKDE and 1MSI. The color scale

visualizing the LH, (DH) value is applied for three-dimensional distribution of
All, (see Fig.l0.). The only slightly red residues (number 55) represent the

hydrophobicity deficiency are distinguished by circles.

:d o,ooJ

i-l

IHDE
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The single one red (high hydrophobicify deficiency) residue present in

A11, profile is almost entirely buried in the protein body. The surface of

these proteins is covered by green (accordant with the 'fuzzy oil drop"
hydrophobicity distribution) and blue fi'agments - (higher than expected

hydrophobicity exposed on the protein surface).

Figure 10. The three-dimensional distribution of Lfr , distribution according to color

scale shown in Fig.1 and 2. A - the 3-D and ribbon presentation of IMSI - only one
amino acid shown in red high hydrophobicity deficiency. B -the 3-D and ribbon
presentation of lKDE showing the surface in green (hydrophobicity density accordant
to expected one) and blue (higher than expected hydrophobicity density) presumably
responsible fbr preventing the water molecules ordering. The color scale applied as in
all other pictures in this chapter.

L27
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These proteins support the reliabitty of the "fuzzy oil drop" model being
folded almost ortirely accordant with the ideal:-zed hydrophobicity density
distribution (in respect to other proteins demonstrating significant
irregularities versus the idealized distribution).

The SE scale applied to compare the entropy of the hydrophobicity
irregularity distribution calculated for these two proteins (given in Tab.5.)

show high similarity of LEI , profiles.

Table. 5. The SE characteristics ofantifreeze protein and its mutant.

PROTEIN sE, sE+-,, SE+nu. I SE- sE_.* sE_" I.
IKDE
IMSI

2.16
2.82

3.17
3.32

0.13
0.15

32.8s
3 8.80

2.26
2.59

3.r7
3.46

0.29
0.25

37.64
35.63

It is expected to find other molecules the biological function of u,trich
allows the structure accordant with the ideal:-zed 'fuzzy-oil-drop"-1tr<e
distribution of the hydrophobicity density.

Identification of mutation effects
The important issue in biochemical research is the mutation influence on

the structure and biological function. The good example is the Shiga toxin,
which is present in PDB as WT (1DM0) [30] and few mutations (for example
1C48 [3 1]). The SE characteristics of these proteins is given in Tab.6.

The comparable analysis of LH, profiles of WT and mutant allows

localize the structural and probably functional changes introduced by
mutation (Fig.ll.). The long range effects are of particular interest. The
comparable analysis and quantitative measurements of mutation effects may
be also expressed using SZ parameters given in Tab.6.

Table 6. The SE characteristics describing different mutants of Shiga toxin. The
influence ofcomplexation (denoted by "C") may also be observed and analyzed. The
values averaged for 1 0 sub-units in complex. The values in bold describe the proteins
discussed in details below.

bhrqa toxu
rKUIb
CHAIN M utation SE SErnr SE*ner L SE. SE-lrrr SEu

1C18 A.E
tclQ A-E
|CQFA E
]CZG A E
lCZWA-J
IDlKA-E

G62T
F30dw34A"C"
"c"
G62T
w34A
D] 7EryV34A"C"

2.71
2.51

2.38
2.39
2.52.

2.48

3.32
3.46
3.46
3.46
3.t'7
3.46
3.,16

0.28
0.26
0.27
0.3 r

0.29
0.27
0.28

35.26
42.06
30.98
30.28
42.02
36.04

z.n4
2.72
2.69

2.32
2.'74
)71

\.46
\.46
|.32
\.17
|.46
t46

0.21
0.22
0.20
0.26
0.21
0 2t

34.66
28.'n
34.39
30.93
34.1 8

14.49
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Figure 11. The effects of mutation (G62T) intluencing the LEI j profile. The ivhite

area distinguishes the differences between the WT and mutated form of protein. The
red dot points thc mutation position.

Conclusions
The active site recognition in silico is of high importance nowadays

when many proteins of unknown biological function, identified as products
of genome analysis await for a unified automated method allowing
recognition of their biological activity [32]. The next step is to develop
methods able to predict protein's function from an examination of its
structure. Some of the techniques used to identify functionally important
residues from the sequence or structure are based on searching for
homologues of proteins of known function 133,341. Homology based

technique for proteins of the sequence similarity below 25o/o fail to identib/
the biological activity 135]. The stabilization of tertiary struclure seems to be

based on the hydrophobic interaction [36-38]. The model of hydrophobicity
hidden in the central part of protein with hydrophilic residues exposed on the

surface of protein is commonly accepted [39-41]. The nonrandom
distribution of hydrophobicity was examined in details [42]. Detailed
analyses of the spatial variation of hydrophobicity focused on the region of
transition between the protein interior and exterior were carried out for 30
relatively diverse globular proteins and for 14 decoys [43]. The trans-
membrane proteins due to their specificity to be anchored in hydrophobic
environment represent high specificity in respect to the hydrophobicity
distribution [44]. The hydrophobic interaction was recognized as the main
driving force for protein folding process 145,46). A complex analysis of
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protein interfaces and their characteristics versus highly divergent areas is
presented in [471. The detailed analysis of the surface shape (geometric

irregularities and cavities) is presented in [48]. The MI , profiles are shown

to be the tool for biological activity recognition. The examples given in this
chapter present the proteins in which the ligand binding cavity may be

recognized analyzing the Lfi, maxima. The hydrophobicity deficiency

which is probably generated by the empty space (cavity) may be driving
force for compatible ligand (with compatible hydrophobicity density
distribution over the ligand molecule) to find the proper orientation and
localization to generate the specific complex. It is expected that only part of
proteins complexed with ligands satisfu the conditions of this model,
although even small number of proteins following such mechanism seems to
be satisfactory for' fuz zy - o il - d r op" mo del.

The antifreeze proteins recognized as molecules following the strategy of
"fuzzy-oil-drop" model make this model acceptable and probably reliable.

The entropy scale introduced to classif' and compare different proteins -
their structure and probably also their function - may not be applicable for all
proteins. However the specificity of hydrophobicity deficiency/excess
distribution all over the protein molecule may be treated as characteristic for
particular protein molecule and thus may be used for comparable analysis.

Other techniques oriented on active site identification based mostly on
geometric analysis and similarity of ligand binding sites are available in
Internet SARIG 65 1491, Q-site Finder [5], Hippo [51], Sprout68 [52],
Feature 69-71 1531, WebFEATURE t541, t551, Thematics [56], [57], [58],
Apropos [59], Drugsite [60], Ligsite [61], Sumo 162,631, Profunc 164,65).

The large spectrum of proteins representing mostly enzymes the

biological function of which was recognized on the basis of 'fuzzy-oil-drop"
is presented in [66]. The CSA data base has been taken as the golden
standard [67]. The predictability of the biological function on the basis of
"fuzzy-oil-drop" model was compared with result of other methods (Sumo

and ProFunc) revealing quite high accordance of these methods [66]. The
complexation of protein to ligands and to other protein molecules seems to
work satisfactory also taking the LH j profiles as the criterion for
complexation.

The Mt, profiles may be used to identify the effects of mutation. The

comparison of proteins of WT and mutants or comparison of two different
mutants together with the SE scale may successfully describe particularly the
long range effects on structure/function.
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The general conclusion taken from the analysis presented in this chapter
suggests that the specificity of binding cavity which must be present to
ensure the proper complexation of ligand to target protein is that the ligand
probably shall be present in the protein folding environment. One may say

even more: the ligand seems to be necessary as the active participant in
protein folding process influencing it in the aim-oriented form. The ligand
with its own hydrophobicity characteristics may occupy the appropriate
position n'fuzzy-oil-drop" signaling the folding protein the necessity to
generate the specific cavity.

The server for active site recognition according to the presented model is
available on webpage: www.activesite.cm-uj.krakow.pl.

The simulation of protein folding in the presence of specific ligand will
be shown in the next chapter.
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